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1. Executive Summary
1.1

This Policy (and associated procedure) sets out how Adult Social Care and Children’s Social Care
Services will facilitate the service, maintenance and statutory inspection regime of stairlifts, vertical
lifts and steplifts, which are owned by Rochdale Borough Council (RBC) or Rochdale Boroughwide
Housing (RBH) and have been provided to meet an assessed need of a disabled person.

1.2

It also details the escalation process in situations where the equipment has fallen outside the
prescribed timescales for service and/or inspection and therefore has become non-compliant.

1.3

The policy also covers the removal of equipment.

2. Introduction
2.1

This policy applies to stairlifts (with the exceptions detailed in section 6), vertical lifts and steplifts
which have been installed in the homes of service users through a Disabled Facilities Grant (DFG),
to meet an assessed disability need and the service user has signed the ownership back to RBC, to
be responsible for the maintenance and inspection regime.

2.2

RBC also manages the same types of equipment on behalf of RBH, which have been provided for
their tenants with an assessed disability need, but funded by RBH, therefore, are owned by RBH,
not RBC.

2.3

As RBC and RBH own assets of this type, there is a requirement for these assets to comply with
service, maintenance and inspection regimes, under a range of Health and Safety legislation as
detailed in section 4.

2.4

RBC and RBH are not responsible for any accident occurring from the use of equipment that has
been subject to any unauthorised modification, disassembly or repair by a third party, or which is
being used in a way, which does not adhere to manufacturers guidance, or by a person who has not
been assessed to use the lift.

3. Aims and objectives of the policy
3.1

To ensure all Health and Safety legislation and other legal and statutory requirements in relation to
service and maintenance of stairlifts, vertical lifts and steplifts in the ownership of RBH or RBC are
complied with.

3.2

To ensure that the elderly, vulnerable and disabled people provided with this type of equipment are
safe when using it.

3.3

To clarify the compliance requirements for these assets so that relevant information and support can
be provided to service users and staff.

3.4

To treat individuals fairly regardless of age, sex, gender, disability and sexual orientation, or any other
protected characteristic within the Equality and Diversity Policy and to protect their rights under Data
Protection and Human Rights legislation.
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4. Lifting Operations and Lifting Equipment Regulations 1998 (LOLER)
4.1

LOLER is aimed at ensuring that all lifting operations are properly planned, lifting equipment is used
in a safe manner and that, where necessary, it is thoroughly examined at suitable intervals by a
competent person.

4.2

To decide whether LOLER applies to an asset, there are 2 questions to consider; is it work equipment
and if so, is it lifting equipment. The fact that equipment is designed to lift or lower a load does not
automatically mean that LOLER applies. The equipment has to be defined as work equipment which
is defined in the Provision and Use of Work equipment regulations 1998 (PUWER) as any machinery
appliance, apparatus, tool or installation for use at work (whether exclusively or not). Comprehensive
HSE guidance on LOLER is at Appendix 1.

4.3

In health and social care settings, one of the main exceptions to LOLER being applicable will be where
equipment has been loaned or provided by an employer or community equipment provider for
individuals solely to be used by themselves, family or unpaid carers, as it is not defined as work
equipment during the loan period. Generally, this applies to stairlifts, as they are provided as an aid
to independence and will be operated by the service user themselves.

4.4

In these cases LOLER will not apply. However, in the latter case the more general duties under the
Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 (HSWA) section 3 (to provide safe equipment and maintain it, so
far as is reasonably practicable) will apply. To satisfy the requirements of the HSWA, a similar regime
of maintenance, inspection and examination to that required under LOLER may be considered
‘reasonably practicable’ in managing the risks.

4.5

LOLER and the HSWA requires all assets of this type to be serviced and maintained in line
with manufacturer’s recommendations and a thorough examination must be undertaken at
the appropriate intervals for the particular equipment type, detailed in Sections 5 to 8 below and
summarised in the following table:

Number of Service / inspections required
Lift type

Number of Service Number of thorough
& maintenance
examination
visits per annum
inspections required
per annum

Stairlift

1

1

Through Floor
Lift

2 (6 monthly
intervals)

2 (6 monthly intervals)

Step Lift

2 (6 monthly
intervals)
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Total number of
visits per asset

2

4

4
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4.6

Thorough examinations are recommended to be carried out by a different contractor to the
service and maintenance provider, to ensure an appropriate level of independence and these
are currently undertaken by a specialist engineering company as part of RBC’s wider insurance
contract.

5. Stairlifts - RBC (installed prior to 1/4/2013) and RBH
5.1

Stairlifts installed prior to April 2013 through a DFG, are currently serviced and maintained through a
contract that Rochdale Council has with a specialist lift maintenance provider.

5.2

All stairlifts owned by RBH, are serviced and maintained through a contract that Rochdale Council
has with a specialist lift maintenance provider, unless they are within their warranty period, which
means they will be serviced by the specialist stairlift provider who installed the lift.

5.3

Both the specialist lift maintenance provider and the specialist stairlift provider undertake an annual
service and maintenance visit, which is in line with manufacturer’s guidelines.

5.4

As stairlifts are classed as lifting equipment under LOLER, but in most cases would not be considered
to be work equipment, a thorough examination isn’t required every 6 months. LOLER permits a
scheme of examination to be drawn up by a competent person as an alternative to the fixed maximum
periods and RBC have a written scheme in place, as per the legislation, which states an examination
is required on an annual basis. This is currently undertaken by a specialist engineering company as
part of RBC’s wider insurance contract.

6. Stairlifts RBC (installed after 1/4/2013)
6.1

Stairlifts installed after April 2013, were purchased with 5 year warranties and are owned by the
service user. The warranty is provided by the contracted provider of stairlifts. At the time of
installation, service users are advised of the warranty and provided with a copy of the manual from
the installer. Service users are also provided with a letter confirming their ownership/warranty and
advised that at the end of the warranty they will need to consider taking out an extended warranty or
a service and maintenance contract.

6.2

It is the service users’ responsibility to arrange for their annual service with the specialist provider
who installed the stairlift. The HIA does not have a legal or statutory duty to ensure the warranty
visits are undertaken on stairlifts owned by the service user and will not monitor service visits on
these assets. The specialist provider who installed the stairlift will send reminder letters for missed
visits and advise of the possibility of the warranty being void should regular servicing not take place.

6.3

At the end of the 5 year warranty period it is the responsibility of the service user to make
arrangements to either extend the warranty with the same provider, take up a private offer (preferential
rates) with the service and maintenance provider RBC have a contract with, or make their own
arrangements with another provider.

6.4

If the stairlift breaks down after the warranty has expired, the service user will be responsible for
arranging for a specialist maintenance provider to repair it. If the stairlift is deemed to be beyond
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economical repair by a specialist provider and the service user still has an assessed need for the
stairlift, they can request an OT assessment and apply for a DFG for a replacement lift.
6.5

As owners, they have the responsibility of disposing of the lift when it is no longer needed, usually in
situations when the service user has died or moved to a different property. To ensure that lifts are
disposed of safely and recycled wherever possible, RBC will arrange for removal upon request, at no
cost to the service user, see section 12 for removal of equipment.

7. Vertical lifts
7.1

Vertical lift installations come with a 12 month manufacturer’s warranty. Due to the more complex
nature of a vertical lift and the increased level of risk with this type of lift compared to a stairlift, the
DFG applicant is given the option of signing the lift over to RBC, so that it can be serviced and
maintained throughout its useful life. The DFG applicant can choose not to sign the lift over to RBC
and take full responsibility for the service and maintenance, in line with regulations and guidance.

7.2

Vertical lifts require a service and maintenance visit on a 6 monthly basis and this is provided by RBC’s
contracted specialist service and maintenance provider, following the end of the 12 month
manufacturer’s warranty period.

7.3

Vertical lifts are covered by LOLER, although are not always work equipment as can be operated by
the service user. There are general HSWA requirements for vertical lifts, which are owned by RBC
or RBH, therefore, thorough examinations are undertaken on a 6 monthly basis, by a specialist
engineering provider, as part of RBC’s overall insurance contract.

8. Steplifts
8.1

Steplift installations come with a 12 month manufacturer’s warranty. Due to the more complex nature
of a steplift and the increased level of risk with this type of lift compared to a stairlift, the DFG applicant
is given the option of signing the lift over to RBC, so that it can be serviced and maintained throughout
its useful life. The DFG applicant can choose not to sign the lift over to RBC and take full responsibility
for the service and maintenance, in line with the regulations and guidance.

8.2

Steplifts require a service and maintenance visit on a 6 monthly basis and this is provided by RBC’s
contracted specialist service and maintenance provider, following the end of the 12 month
manufacturer’s warranty period.

8.3

Steplifts lifts are covered by LOLER, although are not always work equipment as can be operated
by the service user. There are general HSWA requirements for steplifts lifts, which are owned by
RBC or RBH, therefore, thorough examinations are undertaken on a 6 monthly basis, by a specialist
engineering provider, as part of RBC’s overall insurance contract.

9. Installation of equipment
9.1

Stairlifts, steplifts and vertical lifts are installed in line with the Disabled Facilities Grants and
Associated Assistance Policy (appendix 2).
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9.2

Adult Care and Children’s Services within RBC will take all necessary steps to ensure, as far as
reasonably practicable, that all lifts are used safely, and that associated procedures comply with
applicable health and safety legislation and guidance, most notably:





9.3

Manual Handling Operations Regulations 1992
The Provision and Use of Work Equipment Regulations 1998
Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations (amended) 2003
Health and Safety at Work Act 1974

At the time of installation, service users are advised of the frequency of the service, maintenance
and inspection visits so that they understand their obligations and responsibilities to facilitate access
to their property. Also any requirements within their tenancy agreement if they are an RBH tenant.

10. Compliance – service, maintenance and thorough examinations/
inspection regime
10.1

The Home Improvement Agency (HIA) are responsible for recording and monitoring that all services
and inspections are being carried out during and after the warranty period for stairlifts, vertical lifts
and steplifts owned by RBC or RBH.

10.2

All lifts must be fit for use, and evidence of service history and maintenance records must be
available for inspection by the HSE should an incident ever occur.

10.3

If the service provider and/or the inspection provider is not granted access to the lift by the service
user, family or representative, which prevents the service/inspection from being carried out on the
lift, the provider will escalate the situation to RBC following the non-compliance escalation process
as detailed in section 11.

10.4

If any defects or repairs are identified during a call out or service visit, the maintenance provider will
carry out repairs, make safe for further repairs at a later date, or isolate the lift if identified as being
dangerous. If any defects or repairs are identified during an examination/inspection visit, the
provider will report them through the portal for the HIA to report to the service and maintenance
provider. Any concerns of immediate risk or safety, will be notified by telephone immediately to both
the HIA and maintenance provider and followed up with a report through the portal.

10.5

If any serious defect is detected by the service and maintenance provider or the inspection provider
which would compromise the safe operation of the equipment and cannot be immediately rectified,
the respective provider must take it out of service, isolate it, suitably label it to indicate that it must
not be used and report it to the HIA. See section 12 for more information.

11. Non-compliance escalation
11.1

All lifts will be scheduled for their service and inspection visits, 6 monthly, or annually by the
appropriate provider. It is the responsibility of the service / inspection provider to schedule the visit
directly with the service user, family or representative by letter or phone.
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11.2

If the provider is unable to gain access to the property to service or inspect the lift they will report the
non-compliance to the HIA.

11.3

Non-compliance can occur for a number of reasons, such as hospital admission, being away from
the property, but in rare cases, the service user is choosing not to engage with the inspection and
service regime. The HIA Lifting Equipment & Compliance team will work with the relevant provider,
service user or their representative to establish reasons for non-compliance and make best
endeavours to complete the visits, following the non-compliance escalation process (appendix 3).
The HIA will continue to try to gain access, by letter and telephone, or in some cases, contact with
the landlord. In situations where contact can’t be made, or the service user is refusing access, a
referral will be made to the appropriate locality team to carry out a capacity assessment to ensure
the service user is able to make decisions about access and understands the implications. At the
end of the process, the case will be reported to the Practice Assurance Board and legal advice
taken.

11.4

For RBH properties, non-compliance is reported on a monthly basis on a dashboard and they will
support with non-compliance in line with their own risk management requirements.

12. Removing the equipment
12.1

When any lifting equipment is no longer needed, usually because the service user has died or
moved to another property, the HIA will arrange for removal of the lift at no cost to the service user.
Stairlifts which have been installed as part of a DFG, but are owned by the service user can also be
removed free of charge, to ensure they are recycled or disposed of safely.

12.2

The HIA team can only arrange removals for lifts in RBH properties once permission from RBH has
been received.

12.3

The HIA will arrange lift removals with the appropriate provider, with a Technical Officer overseeing
the process for step lifts and vertical lifts, as additional building works are required to reinstate
ceilings and floors, or external steps/access.

12.4

Once the lift has been removed, the provider will be responsible for ensuring that the property is
reinstated and left in a safe condition. Reinstatement works will be the most simple and cost
effective option and will not include decorating, or replacement of floor coverings which may be
required as a result of removing the equipment.

13. In the event of equipment failure
13.1

The maintenance provider is responsible for repairing lifts which are not working, within the agreed
financial limits of the contract. If the costs exceed this upper limit which is £250, a quote will be
provided so that the HIA can determine whether it is cost effective for the lift to be repaired. If it is
deemed to be beyond economical repair, the HIA will advise the service user and arrange for a reassessment of their by an OT. The OT will undertake a duty call to assess the safety of the service
user in the interim whilst a new lift is sourced. Downstairs living may be recommended during this
time.

13.2

If the maintenance provider becomes aware of an incident caused by equipment failure which has
resulted in a near miss or an accident or injury, they must take the equipment out of use
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immediately and notify the HIA as soon as practicably possible, but no later than the same working
day of the incident.
13.3

Following such a report, the HIA will complete the RBC Accident Reporting process – http://roc-mpswww44/IncidentReporting/

14. Service standards and customer satisfaction
14.1

All lifts will be serviced and maintained as detailed in the previous sections of this policy.

14.2

Service users have joint responsibility with RBC to ensure that lifts owned by RBC or RBH are
serviced and maintained and that LOLER inspections are carried out. Failing to grant access to the
lift when service/inspection is required will result in the escalation process being applied, as detailed
in section 11.

14.3

Customer satisfaction levels are monitored to determine overall levels of satisfaction with the
various service providers and any identified unsatisfactory standards will be investigated and dealt
with through the contract management process.

14.4

The LOLER and PUWER regulations are intended to ensure that all lifting equipment and lifting
operations are safe and carried out by competent staff. These requirements are statutory duties
and service users will be regularly advised of their responsibilities and the risks of non-compliance.

15. Data Protection Act 2018 and General Data Protection Regulations
(GDPR)
15.1

As part of the lift management process, information is collected to assist with managing the asset
and is covered under the Data Protection Act 2018 and the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR).

15.2

A Privacy Notice applies to this area of work and the information collected is:
 Name of applicant
 Address of applicant
 Contact details including land line, mobile phone and email details of applicant and any
person nominated as a point of contact
 Housing status – owner-occupier/owner/private rented/social rented
 Name and contact details for landlord and/or landlords agent

15.3

As part of the process, information will need to be shared with other organisations, as follows:
 Adult Social Care
 Children’s Services
 Registered Social Housing Providers
 Contractors engaged for the purpose of servicing, maintaining or inspecting the asset (only
limited information will be shared with contractors, which are essential for the purposes of
carrying out works.
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15.4

As part of the asset management process, photographs/videos of the internal and external parts of
the property and the asset may be taken. Verbal permission will be requested from the applicant
and no photographs will be taken of the service user, or any other person. Photographs will be
stored securely, in the electronic asset record and destroyed in line with the retention policy.

16. Complaints
16.1

All complaints about any element of the Adult Social Care and the Children’s Social Care Service will
initially be dealt with informally, in line with Making Experiences Count - Joint Complaints Process for
Adult Care and Health policy. Whilst the complaint may be about a part of the service delivered by
one of our contracted providers, Rochdale Council will co-ordinate the investigation and response.

16.2

Following an informal investigation, if the complainant remains dissatisfied, they can make a formal
complaint, which will be dealt with under the Adult Care Complaints policy. Further details of how to
complain and the process can be found on the Rochdale Council website using the following link
http://www.rochdale.gov.uk/council-and-democracy/contact-us/complaints-andcompliments/Pages/complaints-procedure.aspx

16.3

If, following the outcome of the complaint, the complainant remains dissatisfied, they can contact the
Local Government Ombudsman (LGO). The LGO would expect the complainant to have used the
Council complaints process in the first instance, before they will investigate further. Details of the LGO
can be found in the above link.

17. Policy Review
17.1

This policy will be reviewed annually or where legislation or case law dictates

18. Glossary of Terms
HSE - Health and Safety Executive
LOLER - Lifting Operations and Lifting Equipment Regulations 1998
Maintenance - Actions necessary for retaining or restoring equipment to the specified operable
condition to achieve its maximum useful life and compensating for normal wear and tear. It includes
corrective maintenance and preventive maintenance.
PUWER - The Provision and Use of Work Equipment Regulations
RBC – Rochdale Borough Council
OT - Occupational Therapist
HIA - Home Improvement Agency
DFG - Disabled Facilities Grants
rochdale.gov.uk
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Thorough Examination - Is a systematic and detailed examination of the equipment and safety-critical
parts, carried out at specified intervals by a competent person who must then complete a written report

19. Appendices
Appendix 1

HSE guidance on LOLER

Appendix 2

Disabled Facilities Grants and Associated
Assistance Policy

Appendix 3

https://www.hse.gov.uk/workequipmentmachinery/loler.htm
Disabled Facilities
Grants and Associated Assistance Policy.docx

Non-compliance escalation process
No Access
Escalation Process vesion 2.docx
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